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BextSpot® Carpet Spot Cleaning System
The BextSpot is your complete compact spotting kit. It offers a large 2.5 gallon recovery 
tank and 55 PSI solution spray through a 3.5 inch hand tool to make quick work of carpet and 
upholstery spot cleaning tasks. When ordered as the deluxe package, the kit includes an 8 inch 
floor wand to reduce fatigue, a complete spot cleaning chemical kit and a convenient transport 
handle to ease mobility.

BEXT® Pro Portable Hot/Cold Water
With superior cleaning performance, enhanced productivity and unmatched flexibility, the BEXT® Pro 
is designed to provide our customers with the cleaning power needed to match their diverse carpet 
extracting applications. The BEXT Pro surpasses comparable extractors when it comes to cleaning 
flexibility. With two pressures available—100 psi and variable 0–400 psi—you can choose the extractor 
best suited for the job at hand, satisfying light duty cleaning and deep extraction requirements.

Clean Track® S16, L18 and 18 Wash and Rinse
Clarke Clean Track® S16 & L18 self-contained portable extractors provide easy, flexible 
operation to satisfy carpet care requirements! Compact, portable design and innovative 
extractor capabilities with minimal maintenance ensure superior cleaning results. The 
Clarke Clean Track® 18 Wash & Rinse enhances productivity and improves cleaning 
performance with one pass cleaning! It has an ergonomic, safe design that delivers 
twice the cleaning productivity in half the time.

DirectAir™ Electric Drying System
The DirectAir Ventilation/Drying System is ideal for drying carpets, hard floors, upholstery or wherever 
fast dry times are required. DirectAir also works well in areas requiring added ventilation or for blowing 
up advertising balloons or inflatable playgrounds. The blower has three positions (0º, 45º, 90º), 
allowing you to control the direction of airflow where it’s needed most.

Trusted. Reliable. Efficient.

Clean Track® 12
The small footprint and straight-forward controls make the Clean Track 12 easy to operate, maneuver, 
and transport. The 12 inch cleaning path allows extraction in tight spaces such as elevators. The laminar-
flow shoe and controlled water usage assist with faster dry times so normal traffic can resume without
extended interruption.

Clean Track® L24
The Clarke Clean Track® L24 battery walk-behind carpet extractor provides superior cleaning capabilities 
to ensure your carpets are clean and ready to use fast! CRI-certified extraction ensures a deep cleaned 
carpet with dry times of less than 30 minutes!

Extractors Warranty: Parts 1 Year, Labor 1 Year


